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 Catastrophe
1914
by Max Hastings

ISBN: 9780007467648
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2013-09-16
Pages: 400
Price: $26.99

A magisterial chronicle of the calamity that crippled Europe in 1914.
1914: a year of unparalleled change. The year that diplomacy failed, Imperial Europe was thrown into its first modernised warfare and white-gloved soldiers
rode in their masses across pastoral landscapes into the blaze of machine-guns. What followed were the costliest days of the entire War. But how had it
happened?
In Catastrophe: 1914 Max Hastings, best-selling author of the acclaimed All Hell Let Loose, answers at last how World War I could ever have begun.
Ranging across Europe, from Paris to St. Petersberg, from Kings to corporals, Catastrophe 1914 traces how tensions across the continent kindled into a blaze
of battles; not the stalemates of later trench-warfare but battles of movement and dash where Napoleonic tactics met with weapons from a newly
industrialised age. A searing analysis of the power-brokering, vanity and bluff in the diplomatic maelstrom reveals who was responsible for the birth of this
catastrophic world in arms. Mingling the experiences of humbler folk with the statesmen on whom their lives depended, Hastings asks: whose actions were
justified?
From the out-break of war through to its terrible making, and the bloody gambles in Sarajevo and Mons, Le Cateau, Marne and Tannenberg, this is the
international story of World War I in its most severe and influential period. Published to coincide with its 100th Anniversary, Catastrophe: 1914 explains
how and why this war, which shattered and changed the Western world for ever, was fought.
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by Nathan Greenfield

ISBN: 9781443404891
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2013-10-11
Pages: 496
Price: $34.99

Unforgettable tales of heroism, bravery and escape--the remarkable true stories of Canadian soldiers and civilians lost behind enemy lines in the Second
World War
The Forgotten tells the story of the more than 10,000 Canadian servicemen, merchant mariners and civilians whose war ended in surrender, capture and
imprisonment, through the eyes of a group of men in Hitler's grasp: Private Stan Darch, who had already survived the cauldron of Dieppe; seventeen civilian
priests and brothers captured at sea, one of whom risked his life to hide an escape tunnel after the Great Escape; Edward Carter-Edwards, who endured the
hell of Buchenwald concentration camp; and RCAF Sergeant Ian MacDonald, who, having been on the run for six weeks after being shot down, was
betrayed to the Gestapo and survived six weeks in the notorious Fresnes Prison in Paris. To survive the often horrid conditions of Stalags across Europe and
the hunger marches through the freezing snows of the winter of 1944-45, these otherwise ordinary Canadians demonstrated extraordinary valour and
commitment to each other and to the Allied cause.
Nathan M. Greenfield, author of the Governor General's Award finalist The Damned, shares never-before-heard stories of these forgotten Canadians in
thrilling and often heartbreaking detail in a book thateveryone will remember.
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 The Great Escape

A Canadian Story
by  Ted Barris

ISBN: 9781771022729
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2013-10-05
Pages: 320
Price: $33.99

On the night of March 24, 1944, 80 Commonwealth airmen crawled through a 336-foot-long tunnel and slipped into the forest beyond the wire of Stalag Luft
III, a German POW compound near Sagan, Poland. The event became known as "The Great Escape," an intricate breakout more than a year in the making,
involving as many as 2,000 POWs working with extraordinary co-ordination, intelligence, and daring. Yet within a few days, all but three of the escapees
were recaptured. Subsequently, fifty were murdered, cremated, and buried in a remote corner of the prison camp. 
But most don't know the real story behind The Great Escape. Now, on the eve of its 70th anniversary, Ted Barris writes of the key players in the escape
attempt, those who got away, those who didn't, and their families at home.Barris marshals groundbreaking research into a compelling firsthand account. For
the first time, The Great Escape: A Canadian Story retells one of the most astonishing episodes in WWII directly through the eyes of those who experienced
it.

 The Great War
by Hilary Roberts

ISBN: 9780385350709
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Imperial War Museums
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2013-10-29
Pages: 504
Price: $114.00

On the occasion of the centenary of World War I in August 2014--an unprecedented, spectacular pictorial history of the first global war in 380 black-and-
white photographs, many never seen before, from Imperial War Museums in London.

This monumental, dramatic photographic narrative captures the war from the early arms race that developed around the massing of prewar battleship fleets to
the final moments of the conflict with the sinking of the German fleet in Scapa. The photographs span the many battlefronts throughout the world: from the
British Isles to the south Atlantic, across Europe and the Ottoman Empire, Sudan and East Africa, Jerusalem and Damascus. Here are soldiers from across
the globe, vast battleships, dirigibles overhead, the streets of London, the first battle of Ypres, German submarines at sea, the beaches of Gallipoli, the battle
of Jutland, the battle of the Somme trenches, and much, much more. 
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 One Day In August

The Untold Story Behind Canada's Tragedy at Dieppe
by David O'keefe

ISBN: 9780345807694
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Canada
Pub. Date: 2013-11-05
Pages: 496
Price: $35.00

Magnificent and engrossing, One Day in August reveals in full for the first time the "Ultra Secret" story behind one of WW2's most controversial
mysteries--and one of Canada's most sorrowful moments.  
 
In a narrative as powerful and moving as it is authoritative,  David O'Keefe rewrites history, connecting Canada's tragedy at Dieppe with an extraordinary
and colourful cast of characters--from the young Commander Ian Fleming, later to become the creator of the James Bond novels, and his team of crack
commandos to the code-breaking scientists of Bletchley Park (the closely guarded heart of Britain's wartime Intelligence and code-breaking work) to those
responsible for the planning and conduct of the Dieppe Raid--Admiral John Godfrey, Lord Louis Mountbatten, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and
others. The astonishing story critically changes what we thought we knew. 
 
For seven decades, the objective for the raid has been one of the most perplexing mysteries of WWII. In less than six hours on August 19, 1942, nearly one
thousand Canadians--as well as British and Americans--lay dead or dying on the beaches around the French seaside town, with over two thousand other
Canadians wounded or captured. These awful losses have left a legacy of bitterness, recrimination and controversy. In the absence of concrete reasons for
the raid, myriad theories ranging from incompetence to conspiracy developed.
 
Over almost two decades of research, sifting through countless recently declassified Intel ...

 The Patricias
A Century of Service
by David J. Bercuson

ISBN: 9780864926753
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Goose Lane Editions & Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry
Pub. Date: 2013-10-15
Pages: 144
Price: $35.00

Formed in peacetime, forged in wartime, and formidable at all times, the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI) celebrate their 100th
anniversary in 2014. In The Patricias: A Century of Service, the Regiment's remarkable record of being "first in the field" of every war that Canada has
fought in from the First World War to Afghanistan is gloriously documented in absorbing detail. Featuring engaging text that graphically describes the
history of the Regiment from its founding in the summer of 1914 through to the spring of 2014 and augmented with hundreds of rare photographs from the
battlefields to the barracks, detailed maps and memorabilia, and informative sidebars featuring testimonials from the soldiers in their own words, The
Patricias: A Century of Service grippingly recounts the story and glory of this legendary unit that has served and protected this country both within Canada's
own borders and around the world with resounding pride and courage. Written by renowned historian Dr. David Bercuson and assembled by a team of
experts including acclaimed archivist Donald B. Smith and retired PPCLI Major-General Robert Stewart, The Patricias: A Century of Service honours the
bravery of those men whose commitment to serving and saving Canada has made us the nation we are today. The book comes complete with a DVD that
features photographs and captions, CBC news broadcasts from Sicily, Northwest Europe, and Korea, a selection of maps, historic newsreels, and film
footage, the regiment's "Roll of Honour," regimental music, and materials related to the regiment's 100th anniversary celebrations.
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 Steaming To Victory

How Britain's Railways Won the War
by Michael Williams

ISBN: 9781848093140
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2013-06-17
Pages: 400
Price: $49.95

The definitive history of the British railways during the Second World War. 
     The railway system during World War 2 was the lifeline of the nation, replacing road transport -- vulnerable to fuel shortages -- and merchant shipping --
an easy target for the Luftwaffe. By contrast, the railways were harder to bomb and not so difficult to repair. Astonishing feats of engineering restored tracks
within hours and bridges and viaducts within days. The railways mobilised the troops, transported the munitions, evacuated the children from the cities and
kept vital food supplies moving where other forms of transport failed. Railwaymen and women were so vital to the war effort that they were not allowed to
join up -- though many did so, defying the ban and performing outstanding acts of heroism. Nearly 400 workers were killed at their posts and another 2,400
injured in the line of duty. Another 3,500 railwaymen and women died in action. Even the locomotives were sometimes celebrated as heroes -- one old
engine named Victoria was credited with bringing down an enemy aircraft when its boiler exploded during the attack and caused the plane to crash.

     There were quite astonishing feats of moving goods and people. During one weekend in September 1939, more than 1.3 million frightened and confused
children were evacuated to the countryside from the cities. The following year, the evacuation of Allied troops from Dunkirk saw more than 600 special
trains transporting 319,000 troops from Dover to camps and hospitals throughout Britain. In the two months leading up to D-Day, 24,459 special trains were
scheduled and nearly 3,700 ran in the week before D-Day itself.

     This is a story of courage, ingenuity and fortitude, which has not been told before.

 The War That Ended Peace
The Road to 1914
by Margaret Macmillan

ISBN: 9780670064045
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: ALLEN LANE CANADA
Pub. Date: 2013-10-29
Pages: 784
Price: $38.00

The First World War followed a period of sustained peace in Europe during which people talked with confidence of prosperity, progress, and hope. But in
1914, Europe walked into a catastrophic conflict that killed millions, bled its economies dry, shook empires and societies to pieces, and fatally undermined
Europe's dominance of the world. It was a war that could have been avoided up to the last moment--so why did it happen? 
Beginning in the early nineteenth century and ending with the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, award-winning historian Margaret Macmillan
uncovers the huge political and technological changes, national decisions, and just as important, the small moments of human muddle and weakness that led
Europe from peace to disaster. This masterful exploration of how Europe chose its path towards war will change and enrich how we see this defining
moment in history.
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 Year Zero

A History of 1945
by Ian Buruma

ISBN: 9781594204364
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 384
Price: $31.50

A marvelous global history of the pivotal year 1945 as a new world emerged from the ruins of World War II
  
      Year Zero is a landmark reckoning with the great drama that ensued after war came to an end in 1945. One world had ended and a new, uncertain one
was beginning. Regime change had come on a global scale: across Asia (including China, Korea, Indochina, and the Philippines, and of course Japan) and all
of continental Europe. Out of the often vicious power struggles that ensued emerged the modern world as we know it.
    
     In human terms, the scale of transformation is almost impossible to imagine. Great cities around the world lay in ruins, their populations decimated,
displaced, starving. Harsh revenge was meted out on a wide scale, and the ground was laid for much horror to come. At the same time, in the wake of
unspeakable loss, the euphoria of the liberated was extraordinary, and the revelry unprecedented. The postwar years gave rise to the European welfare state,
the United Nations, decolonization, Japanese pacifism, and the European Union. Social, cultural, and political "reeducation" was imposed on vanquished by
victors on a scale that also had no historical precedent. Much that was done was ill advised, but in hindsight, as Ian Buruma shows us, these efforts were in
fact relatively enlightened, humane, and effective.
    
     A poignant grace note throughout this history is Buruma's own father's story. Seized by the Nazis during the occupation of Holland, he spent much of the
war in Berlin as a laborer, and b ...
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